We are concerned with the inverse scattering problems associated with incomplete measurement data. It is a challenging topic of increasing importance in many practical applications. Based on a prototypical working model, we propose a machine learning based inverse scattering scheme, which integrates a CNN (convolution neural network) for the data retrieval. The proposed method can effectively cope with the reconstruction under limited-aperture and/or phaseless far-field data. Numerical experiments verify the promising features of our new scheme.
1. Introduction 1.1. Background and motivation. Inverse scattering problems are concerned with the recovery of unknown/inaccessible objects from the corresponding wave probing data. They lie at the heart of many scientific and industrial developments including radar and sonar, medical imaging, geophysical exploration and non-destructive testing [3, 10, 11, [13] [14] [15] . One class of inverse scattering problems that has received significant attentions recently in the literature is the inverse problems with incomplete data. Those problems could arise in various applications of great importance. The incomplete measurement data may be of limited aperture or/and without phase information. Various mathematical strategies have been proposed for retrieving the full wave data from the measured partial/incomplete data, and then they are integrated into the reconstruction process [2, 10, 18, 30, 35, 41, 44, 59, 61, 62] . Generally speaking, if sufficient a-priori information is available on the underlying target scatter, one may still be possible to achieve the recovery to a certain content level, otherwise, the reconstruction shall suffer from great deterioration due to the intrinsic lack of information. However, some newly emerging applications may have more restrictive and higher quality requirements on the data retrieval and ultimately the recovery effects. In fact, it is noted that there is an increasing trend on designing portable and handheld medical devices that are fit for family use, say e.g. ultrasound or MRI scanners that can produce medical imaging on one's smart phone. Clearly, in addition to the hardware requirements, the core to the success of such conceptual applications would be the development of novel inverse scattering schemes that can work effectively and efficiently with highly incomplete measurement data. This motivates the current study by integrating the machine learning techniques into the data retrieval. Machine learning methods, in particular the convolution neural networks (CNNs), have been regarded as a revolutionary idea for many applied sciences. In fact, they have been successfully developed for dealing with various inverse problems with an increasing amount of literature. In this article, we propose a CNN-based data retrieval approach, which in combination with a sampling-type imaging scheme can produce stunning reconstructions for inverse scattering problems with limited-aperture or/and phaseless measurement data. Since it is rather impractical to consider too many different inverse scattering problems, we develop our method based on a prototypical model, the so-called inverse acoustic obstacle problem. The rest of this section is devoted to the introduction of this model inverse scattering problem as well as some relevant discussions on the reconstruction methods.
1.2. Mathematical setup and relevant discussions. Let k = ω/c ∈ R + be the wave number of a time harmonic acoustic wave with ω ∈ R + and c ∈ R + denoting, respectively, the angular frequency and the wave speed in a homogeneous background space. Let Ω ⊂ R n (n = 2, 3) be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz-boundary ∂Ω such that its complement R n \ Ω is connected. Let the incident field u i be a plane wave of the form u i := u i (x,θ, k) = e ikx·θ , x ∈ R n , whereθ ∈ S n−1 denotes the impinging direction of the incident wave and S n−1 := {x ∈ R n : |x| = 1} is the unit sphere in R n . In acoustic probing, one sends an incident wave u i to detect the unknown/inaccessible scatterer Ω. The scatterer interrupts the propagation of the plane wave and generates the so-called scattered wave u s . Set u = u i + u s to denote the total wave field. The acoustic obstacle scattering is described by the following boundary value problem,
In (1.1), the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on ∂D signifies that D is a soundsoft obstacle. The third equation is known as the Sommerfeld radiation condition, which characterizes the outgoing nature of the scattered wave field. The forward scattering problem is to compute u s (or u) for a given incident field u i and domain D. We refer to [14, 53] for the well-posedness of the forward scattering problem (1.1) in H 1 loc (R n \ D). In particular, one has the following asymptotic expansion of the scattered field,
which holds uniformly with respect to all observation directionsx := x/|x| ∈ S n−1 . The complex-valued function u ∞ in (1.2) defined on the unit sphere S n−1 is known as the scattering amplitude or far-field pattern. The inverse scattering problem we are concerned with is to recover Ω by the knowledge of the far-field pattern
where Γ and Σ are open subsets of S n−1 and are referred to as the observation aperture and incident aperture, respectively. If Γ = S n−1 and Σ = S n−1 , then the corresponding inverse scattering problem is said to have full-aperture measurement data. Otherwise, it is said to have limited-aperture measurement data. By introducing an abstract operator F which sends the underlying obstacle to its corresponding far-field pattern and is defined by the Helmholtz system (1.1), the inverse problem can be formulated as the following operator equation,
It can be verified that the inverse problem (1.3) is nonlinear. Moreover, it is severely illconditioned in the sense of Hadamard; that is, a small perturbation in the far-field data of (1.3) may cause a significant change in reconstructing Ω (cf. [16, 48, 56] ). It is known that the full-aperture data uniquely determines the obstacle D (cf. [14] ). Since u ∞ (x,θ) is a real-analytic function on S n−1 × S n−1 (cf. [14] ), the far-field pattern on Γ × Σ can be extended to the full-aperture data by unique continuation. Hence the limitedaperture data also uniquely determines the obstacle. However, it is well known that the analytic continuation is a severely ill-conditioned process (cf. [6] ). Thus the inverse scattering problem suffers from an increasing level of ill-posedness as the size of aperture decreases. Indeed, this phenomenon has been observed and investigated in the existing literature, see e.g. [1, 2, 7, 13, 29, 42, 47, 51, 52, 54, 64] . In what follows we shall also present several numerical examples to reemphasize this point.
There is another scenario of practical importance where the measurement data is given by
For the phaseless inverse problem (1.4), there is a well-known obstruction that one cannot determine the location of the obstacle Ω. That is, if one shifts the obstacle to another location, the modulus of the corresponding far-field pattern remains unchanged. However, it is still possible to determine only the shape of the obstacle by knowing its position a priori (cf. [41, 44] ). Many inverse scattering schemes developed for phased measurement data in principle do not work for the phaseless case. Hence, the phaseless inverse scattering problem constitutes another challenging topic in the literature [18, 30, 31, 41, 44, 61, 62] . As indicated in [61, 62] , in the phaseless setup, it is physically more relevant to consider the measurement of the modulus of the total field on a sufficient large surface enclosing the obstacle other than the modulus of the far-field pattern. We would like to emphasize that the data retrieval method developed in what follows can be easily extended to work for the case with the modulus of the total wave field. However, in order to have a uniform formulation as well as to ease our exposition, we shall confine our study in the phaseless case with the measurement data given by (1.4) . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider a samplingtype method for the inverse obstacle problem and show by a few numerical examples the intrinsic ill-posedness due to the lack of information. In Section 3, we briefly go through the main ingredients on CNN for our subsequent use. Section 4 is devoted to the algorithmic developments and numerical experiments.
A sampling-type reconstruction scheme and its localised features
The mainstream numerical methods for solving the inverse scattering problems (1.3) or (1.4) can be classified as sampling-type methods and optimization based iterative methods. Most of the sampling methods, e.g. MUSIC-type methods [3] [4] [5] , linear sampling method [12] and factorization method [34] , are designed to work with the full-aperture data. Some of them can be modified to cope with limited-aperture data, but only under special circumstances and suffer from the intrinsic ill-posedness. The optimization methods can be applied for any limited-aperture data as long as the objective functional is properly defined. The limitedaperture case has been studied by researchers using other methods, such as a regularized homotopy continuation method [7] , a variant of the enclosure method [29] , a generalization of the orthogonal projection method [54] , and the methods based on transformed field expansion [47] . The methods for reconstructing polygonal and polyhedral obstacles also work with limited-aperture or even phaseless data [41, 44] .
Another approach for solving inverse scattering problems with limited aperture data is to first retrieve the missing data and then apply the existing numerical methods for the corresponding full-aperture problems. In the literature, the missing information retrieval is mainly based on the use of the intrinsic and generic structures of the far-field data. The aforesaid structures include the real-analyticity and reciprocity relations that hold generically for any set of far-field data, see e.g. [50] . There are also some strategies developed based on introducing an artificial reference scatterer into the scattering system for retrieving the phase information of the measurement data in the phaseless case [18, 30, 31, 45, 61, 62] .
In what follows, we present a sampling-type method for the inverse scattering problem (1.3), and use several examples to discuss the intrinsic ill-posedness of (1.3) in the case with missing information. The core of the aforesaid method is the following imaging functional
The characteristic behaviour of the imaging functional (2.1) has been studied in [24, 32, 43, 46, 49, 50, 55] , mainly in the case with full measurement data. Next, we present some numerical examples of the obstacle reconstruction by using the imaging functional (2.1) in the two dimensional case. The boundaries of the obstacles used in our numerical experiments are parameterized as follows:
kite:
x(t) = (a, b) + (cos t + 0.65 cos 2t − 0.65, 1.5 sin t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π, round square:
x(t) = (a, b) + 9/4(cos 3 t + cos t,
with (a, b) signifying the center of the obstacle which may be different in different examples. The plot of the regions centered at (0, 0) is shown in Figure 1 . Denote byx := (cos φ, sin φ) the observation direction with angle φ ∈ (0, 2π). In the first example we consider the set {u ∞ (x,θ) :x ∈ Γ,θ ∈ S 1 } of far field patterns as data for the inverse problem, i.e., a limited observation aperture Γ ⊂ S 1 and the full incident aperture Σ = S 1 . In Figures 2-3 , we show the reconstructions of a kite shaped obstacle with different limited observation aperture Γ. As in many other numerical methods, see e.g. [42] , a typical feature of the limited-aperture problems is that the "shadow region" is elongated in down range. However, Figures 2-3 show our results and confirm that, despite the use of the limited aperture data, the region ∂D + (x) := {y ∈ ∂D| ν(y)·x > 0} with ν ∈ S 1 signifying the exterior unit normal vector to ∂D, which can be observed directly from the directionx, is quite well captured. The imaging functional (2.1) produces a localized reconstruction of the obstacle. As seen in Figure 3 , the quality of the reconstruction deteriorates as the aperture decreases. Physically, the information from the "shadow region" ∂D − (x) := {y ∈ ∂D| ν(y) ·x < 0} is very weak, especially for high frequency waves [51] . We also refer to Figure 4 for the reconstructions with the same observation aperture, but different wave numbers.
Reconstructions of the kite shaped sound-soft obstacle with the wave number k = 5, 10% noise and different observation apertures. In the following, we provide a partial theoretical explanation to the localized features of the reconstructions in the above numerical examples. For a sound-soft obstacle D, the far field pattern of the scattered field u s is given by
For large wave numbers k, i.e., where the Kirchhoff approximation is considered, the far-field pattern is given by [14] u ∞ (x,θ) = −2 where ∂D − (θ) := {y ∈ ∂D| ν(y) · θ < 0} is the region illuminated by the plane wave with the incident directionθ. Clearly, for a fixedθ ∈ S n−1 , if the illuminated part ∂D − (θ) is known in advance or obtained approximately, one may have the far-field data u ∞ (x,θ) for allx ∈ S n−1 by the formula (2.2). Using further the well-known reciprocity relation for the far-field pattern, we have
The representation (2.3) implies that the shadow domain ∂D − (x) makes no contribution to the far-field data u ∞ (x,θ). This fact partially explains, in Figures 2-4 , why only the region ∂D + (x) can be well reconstructed.
We further consider the set {u ∞ (x,θ) :x ∈ Γ,θ ∈ Σ} of far-field patterns as data for the inverse problem (1.3), i.e., a limited observation aperture Γ ⊂ S 1 and a limited incident aperture Σ ⊂ S 1 . Of particular interest is the case, where Γ = −Σ, i.e., "backscattering" data is considered. Figure 5 shows the corresponding reconstructions for a sound-soft round square. It is clear that, similar to the previous examples, only the region ∂D + (x) can be well captured and the quality of the reconstruction deteriorates as the aperture decreases.
The numerical examples above show the intrinsic ill-posedness of the inverse problem (1.3) with limited aperture data due to the lack of information. It is remarked that due to the localized feature of the reconstruction method (2.1), if full aperture data is available, say e.g., in the numerical examples in Figure 5 , one can clearly recover the full obstacle in an accurate manner. We would also like to emphasize that the imaging functional (2.1) does not work for the phaseless inverse problem (1.4) . That is, if only phaseless measurement data is available, even with full aperture, one will encounter even more severe ill-posedness due to the intrinsic lack of information. Clearly, this intrinsic lack of information cannot be remedied by any mathematical tricks unless more a-priori information is complemented. This naturally leads us to integrating the machine learning techniques into the inverse scattering problems associated with incomplete measurement data.
For the convenience, we introduce some general ingredients for our subsequent algorithmic developments through concrete examples. Denote by X the set of far-field patterns on Γ × Σ and Y the set of far-field patterns on S n−1 × S n−1 . Then each limited-aperture far-field
Reconstructions of a sound-soft round square by direct sampling method with limited aperture backscattering data, k = 20, 10% noise is added. pattern X ∈ X is mapped to the unique full-aperture far-field pattern
where A denotes the analytic continuation. Our objective is to retrieve the function A :
, where X n , Y n are a limited-aperture and the full-aperture far-field data corresponding to the same obstacle Ω n from the sample set
Here, n * denotes the total number of samples.
We also need to introduce the multi-static response (MSR) matrix and the related properties. The multi-static response matrix F f ull ∈ C 2m×2m corresponding to the full-aperture far-field data is defined as
corresponding to 2m observation directionsx j and 2m incident directionsθ i . Note that F f ull is neither symmetric nor Hermitian, i.e.,
Here and throughout the paper we use the superscript "T" and "*" to denote the transpose and the conjugate transpose, respectively, of a matrix.
Generally speaking, we can partition the 2m-by-2m MSR matrix F f ull into a 2-by-2 block matrix
Here, F 12 denotes the limited-aperture far-field data.
Let n 1 and n 2 be the size of train set and test set, respectively. In the sequel, we denote F n f ull by the n-th sample in the sample set, and similar notations for sub-block matrices F n ij , i, j = 1, 2.
In the next section, we shall briefly go through the main ingredients of the CNN for our subsequent use.
Artificial neural network
The concept of artificial neural network (ANN) was proposed by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943, and they also proposed network structure and mathematical descriptions of neurons through the M-P model. In 1986, Rumelhart et. al. proposed the back propagation (BP) algorithm for multi-layer perceptron and used the sigmoid function as the nonlinear mapping [57] . This method solved the nonlinear classification problem effectively, which led to a second wave of neural networks development. In 1988, LeCun et al. began to study convolutional neural networks (CNN) and developed well-known LeNet5 [37] , which is a special ANN with convolutional kernel. It is pointed out that the BP algorithm has a gradient disappearance problem which results in very poor learning efficiency. In 2006, Hinton proposed a solution to the gradient disappearance problem in deep network training, that is, unsupervised pre-training initializes weights plus supervised training fine-tuning [25, 26] , which led to a third wave of neural networks development. A deep neural network (DNN) is an ANN with multiple layers between the input and output layers, which is based on a hierarchy of composition of linear functions and a given nonlinear activation function. It became popular and widely accepted around 2010 due to the development of efficient learning algorithms [25, 26, 36, 38, 39] and hardware speed-ups such as the use of GPUs. In 2017, AlphaGo defeated Go world champion Ke Jie by using Monte Carlo tree search combined with two deep neural networks. These developments and applications show that artificial neural networks have become very powerful tools in machine learning or artificial intelligence such as image processing and natural language processing [23, 63] .
Mathematical analysis of neural networks has been developed by several researchers. In 1989, Cybenko and Hornik have shown the "universal approximation theorem" independently, that is, under mild assumptions on the activation function, a feed-forward network with a single hidden layer can approximate continuous functions on compact subsets of R n [17, 28] . However, this theorem does not give the relationship between the convergence and the number of hidden layers and units, and we refer to some extensions of the universal approximation property [20, 21, 40] . On the other hand, Barron has analyzed the two-layer neural networks in the Barron spaces around 1993, which is an extension of the Fourier analysis of two-layer sigmoidal neural networks [8, 9] . In [58] , Shaham et. al. constructed a wavelet frame for approximating functions on smooth manifolds, where the wavelets are computed from Rectified Linear Units (ReLU). Under this construction, they have shown how the specified size depends on the complexity of the function and the curvature of the manifold, which can specify the network architecture to obtain desired approximation properties. Based on [8, 9] , E, Ma, and Wu have establish direct and inverse approximation theorems, for functions in the Barron space for two-layer networks, and also for functions in compositional function space for residual neural network models [19] .
With the fast development of optimization algorithms and hardware configuration, the zoo of neural network types grows exponentially, which includes CNN, recurrent neural network (RNN, [57] ), long short-term memory (LSTM, [27] ), DNN, and etc. Among these different types of neural networks, CNNs are used heavily in image processing. Firstly, the CNNs provide an advantage over feed-forward networks because they are capable of considering locality of features and extracting spatial features. The convolution layer will transform an input into a stack of feature mappings. The depth of the feature map stack depends on how many filters are defined for a layer. Secondly, with the fixed small window size of convolutions, a CNN minimizes the computation sharply compared to a regular neural network.
Next, we present the concepts and notations of the CNN. A CNN consists of L + 1 layers, where the layer 0 is the input layer, the layers 0 < l < L are the hidden layers, and the layer L is the output layer. We can adopt the F 12 and F f ull in (2.4) as input and output layer respectively to retrieval the full-aperture far-field directly. The activation functions in the hidden layers can be any activation function such as sigmoids, rectified linear units, or hyperbolic tangents. Here, we will use parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU) in the hidden layers.
Parametric Rectified Linear Unit (PReLU) is a type of leaky Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), where instead of having a predetermined slope such as 0.01. The slope is a parameter to be determined by the neural network
where α is a learned array with the same dimension as x.
Convolution layer is composed of several convolution kernels which are used to compute different feature maps. The complete feature maps are obtained by using several different kernels. Let z l i,j be the input patch centered at location (i, j) of the l-th layer and y l i,j,k be the feature value at location (i, j) in the k-th feature map of the l-th layer, respectively. Then
where w l k ∈ R M ×M and b l k are the weight vector with window size M × M and bias term of the k-th filter of the l-th layer, respectively. Note that the kernel w l k , which generates the feature map y l :,:,k , is shared. Such a weight sharing mechanism has several advantages. For example, it can reduce the model complexity and make the network easier to train. The activation function in layer l will be denoted by σ l = σ(α, x). Then the activation value z l i,j,k of convolutional feature y l i,j,k can be computed as z l i,j,k = σ l (y l i,j,k ). 
Algorithmic development and numerical experiments
In this section, we present our data retrieval method based on CNN for the inverse scattering problems (1.3) and (1.4). The proposed method shall first try to recover the full data by using the provided incomplete data via certain training mechanisms through proper CNNs. After the recovery of the full data, we then make use of the imaging method (2.1) to reconstruct the unknown obstacle. We would like to emphasize that the two processes are not independent and separated, instead they are related in a recursive manner. On one hand, using the localized feature of the imaging scheme (2.1) as well as the provided partial measurement data, one can first achieve some partial recovery of the underlying obstacle. This information will be helpful for the proper selection of the training dataset as well as the architecture of the suitable CNN. On the other hand, after data retrieval using the machine learning method, one can obtain the recovered obstacle via (2.1). This output obstacle can then be used to supervise the learning process. In fact, using the output obstacle, one can numerically solve the direct scattering problem (1.1) to obtain the corresponding far-field data. This computed far-field data can then be compared to the provided measurement data (within the given aperture). If the comparison result is mismatching, one would then need to reiterate the learning process by either augmenting the training dataset or modifying the architecture of the CNN. We shall actually adopt those strategies in the subsequent numerical experiments that can produce stunning outcomes. Finally, we would like to remark that this data retrieval and inverse scattering recovery process can obviously be extended to the other inverse scattering problems with incomplete data. Moreover, mainly due to limiting computing resources, we only consider 2D examples in what follows, and the extension to three dimensions are obvious if more computing resources are available.
The geometric setup in our study can be described as follows. Consider star shaped domains whose boundary are defined by the parametric curve
with the radius function r(t) given by
where a 0 is a random number drawn from the uniform distribution in [0.5, 1.5] and a n , b n , n = 1, · · · , N are random numbers draw from the uniform distribution in [−1, 1]. The parameters N ∈ N and q > 0 can be adjusted to control the general level of smoothness of the generated curves. Note that the curves thus defined are simple since r(t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, 2π]. For the simplification, we take N = 5 and q = 0 in our numerical simulations.
Remark 4.1. It is also possible to set N (and the starting index for the summation) and q as random variables.
We proceed to the algorithmic development through four concrete examples.
Example 1. In this example, we consider the standard loss function with the total number of samples n * = 20000.
Following [60] , the architecture of our neural network is a feed-forward stack of five sequential combinations of the convolution, batch normalization and PReLU layers, followed by one fully connected layer. The numbers of filters in the five convolutional layers are 128, 64, 128, 64 and 1, respectively, which are shown in Fig 7. The corresponding window sizes of convolutions are 3 × 3, 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 5 × 5, and 4 × 4, respectively(i.e. M = 3, 2, 4, 5, and 4, respectively for each layer). The stride of the convolution is one, and zero-padding is used. The initial value of the bias is zero. The weight initialization is via the Glorot uniform initializer [22] . With this architecture, we train the network with the Adam optimizer, using a mini-batch of 128 samples in each iteration, and 200 epochs. The initial learning rate and forgetting rate of the Adam are the same as in [33] . The total number of samples is n * = 20000, where the size of the train set is n 1 = 16000 and the size of the test set is n 2 = 4000. For each sample in the training set (n = 1, · · · , n 1 ), the input data is F n 12 ∈ C m 1 ×m 1 (with m 1 = 45 in first three simulations) which is the upper-right quarter of F n f ull , while the target data are F n 11 , F n 12 , F n 21 , and F n 22 . That is, our CNN defines a mapping R m 1 ×m 1 ×2 → R 2m×2m×2 (each complex number has a real part and an imaginary part).
Given the input data x = F n 12 ∈ R m 1 ×m 1 ×2 and the target outputs y = [F n 11 , F n 12 ; F n 21 , F n 22 ] ∈ R 2m×2m×2 in the training set, we wish to choose our weights and biases such that y C (x; w, b) is a good approximation of y(x), where y C (x; w, b) = [F n,C 11 , F n,C 12 ; F n,C 21 , F n,C 22 ] denotes the outputs of CNN.
To find the weights and biases, we define the following loss function
where · F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix. We use the CNN to compute
with the Adam optimizer. We define the following sub-block relative errors
, n = n 1 + 1, · · · , n * for each sample in the test set, and use the sub-block relative errors of the test set
to check the efficiency of our CNN. Table 1 shows that the sub-block relative errors of the test set are decreasing as n 1 and n 2 increase. We emphasize that the errorsē 11 andē 22 are smaller thanē 21 , which is reasonable since F 11 and F 22 are closer to the F 12 . For n = n 1 + 1, · · · , n * , combining the outputs [F n,C 11 , F n,C 21 , F n,C 22 ] and the input F n 12 of CNN, we can obtain the recovery multi-static response matrix as
F n,C
21
22
, n = n 1 + 1, · · · , n * , for each sample in the test set. Given a noise-free 2m × 2m sample F n f ull in the test set and its approximation F n f ull , define
In order to check the efficiency of our CNN, we also introduce the relative error, mean square error (MSE), and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the test set as follows:
PSNR n . Table 2 shows that the relative errors and MSEs of the test set are decreasing as n 1 and n 2 increase. Meanwhile, the PSNRs of test set are increasing as n 1 and n 2 increase, which means the more samples in the train test, the better the prediction will be. Example 2. In this example, we consider the loss function with a regularization term. The architecture of convolution neural network, the input data x = F n 12 ∈ R m 1 ×m 1 ×2 , and the target outputs y = [F n 11 , F n 12 ; F n 21 , F n 22 ] ∈ R m×m×2 are the same as in Example 1. The total number of samples is n * = 50000, where the size of the training set is n 1 = 40000 and the size of the test set is n 2 = 10000.
Define the modified loss function as
where L 1 is specified in (4.1), the second summation is the regularization term on the interfaces of each sub-block matrix, and the regularization parameter α = 10 −3 . Table 3 and Table 4 show that the relative errors and MSEs of the test set are decreasing as n 1 and n 2 increase, while the PSNRs of the test set are increasing as n 1 and n 2 increase. Meanwhile the the relative errors and MSEs of L 2 are smaller than the L 1 , and PSNRs of L 2 are great than the L 1 . These mean the regularization term reduces the prediction error efficiently. As an example, let's consider the square shape with corners at (1.5, 0), (0, 1.5), (−1.5, 0) and (0, −1.5). This is a star shape with the radius function given by Table 5 . Although the relative error of the test setē is around 13%, the numerical construction by the recovery MSR matrix via CNN is very close to the numerical construction by the full MSR matrix, and much better than the reconstructions from the limited aperture data or the nearest sample.
Example 3. In this example, we consider the phaseless obstacle reconstruction problem (1.4) . This problem has less information, and thus, is more difficult to reconstruct. Here, the input data has just module information, that is, x = F n 12 ∈ R m 1 ×m 1 , and the target outputs remain unchanged y = [F n 11 , F n 12 ; F n 21 , F n 22 ] ∈ R 2m×2m×2 . The architecture of convolution neural network is similar to previous examples, except that the input layer has only one matrix input (cf. Fig 10) . The number of samples is n * = 50000, while the size of the train set is n 1 = 40000 and the size of the test set is n 2 = 10000. We adopt the same loss function L 2 as in Example 2. Table 6 shows that the relative errors and MSEs of the test set are decreasing as n 1 and n 2 increase, while the PSNRs of the test set are increasing as n 1 and n 2 increase. It is easy to see from Table 3 and Table 4 that, the results of phaseless case are worse than that of phase case because we have less information. As a test, we consider the unit circle centered at the origin, whose Fourier coefficients lies within the possible random numbers but not one of the 50000 samples in this example. Let Table 7 . In fact, it is easy to see from Table 7 that the recovered MSR matrix via CNN is slightly better than the nearest sample recovery multi-static response matrix under the · F -norm. Example 4. In this example, we consider the less information of phase case. The architecture of convolution neural network is similar to the one used in Example 1, except the input data x = F n 12 ∈ R m 1 ×m 1 ×2 with m 1 = 30. The total number of samples is n * = 50000, while the size of the train set is n 1 = 40000 and the size of the test set is n 2 = 10000.
It is easy to see from Table 4 and Table 6 that, the results of m 1 = 30 are worse than that of m 1 = 45 because that we have less information.
In order to show the robustness of our algorithm, we choose 30 rows and 30 columns randomly in the sub-block F 12 ∈ C m×m with m = 45. The architecture of convolution neural network is similar to Fig 12, except the input data x = F n 12 ∈ R m 1 ×m 1 ×2 with m 1 = 30 chosen randomly (see Fig 13) .
It is easy to see from Table 4 and Table 8 that, the results of using randomly chosen inputs with m 1 = 30 are worse than that of m 1 = 45 because we have less information. But the results of m 1 = 30 chosen randomly are only slightly different from that of using static inputs as n 1 and n 2 increase ( Table 8 and Table 9 ). Select Randomly Input Figure 13 . The architecture of our convolution neural network in Example 4 with input being chosen randomly. 
